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Developing the U-2

THE ESTABliSHMENT OF THE U-2 PROJECT
On 26 November 1954, the day after Thanksgiving, Allen Dulles
called his special assistant, Richard Bissell, into his offiae to tell him
that President Eisenhower had just approved a very secret program
and that Dulles wanted Bissell to take charge of it. Saying it was too
?ecret for him to explain, Dulles gave Bissell a packet of documents
and told him he could keep it for several days to acquaint himself
with the project. Bissell had long known of the proposal to build a
high-altitude reconnaissance aircraft, but only in the most general
terms. Now he learned in detail about the project that proposed sendaircraft over the Soviet Union.
Late on the morning of 2 December 1954, Dulles told Bissell to
go to the Pentagon on the following day to represent the Agency at an
1
organizational meeting
the
project. Before leaving, Bissell
was to run the project The DCI replied
asked Dulles which
that
had been
then asked who was
"That wasn't even
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sat down with a group of key Air Force offic ials that included Trevor
Gardner and Lt. Gen. Donald L. Putt. The participants spent very little time delineating Air Force and Agency re sponsibilities in the project, taking for granted that the ClA would handle the security
matters. Much of the discuss ion centered on methods for dive rting
Air Force materiel to the program, particularly the Pratt & Whitney
157 engines, because a separate contract for the engines might jeopardize the project 's security. The Air Force promised to tum over a
number of 157 engines, which were then being produced for B-52s,
KC-l35s , F-IOOs, and RB-57s. Eventually Bissell asked who was
going to pay for the airframes to be built by Lockheed. His query was
greeted with silence. Everyone present had their eyes on him because
they all expected the Agency to come up with the funds . Bissell rose
from his chair, said he would see what he could do, and the meeting
adjourned .)

James A. Cunningham, Jr.

After the meeting, Bissell told Dulles that the CIA would have 10
use money from the Contingency Reserve Fund to get the project
going. The DC! used this fund to pay for covert activities, following
approval by the President and the Director of the Budget. Dulles told
Bissell to draft a memorandum for the President on funding the overflight program and to start putting together a staff for Project
AQUATONE, the project 's new codename.
At first the new "Project Staff" (renamed the Development
Projects Staff in April 1958) consisted of Bissell, Miller, and the
small existing staff in Bissell's Office of the Special Ass istant to the
DCL During the months that followed the establishment of the project, its administrative workload increased rapidly, and in May 1955
the project staff added an adm ini strative officer, James A.
Cun ningham , Jr., a former Marine Corps pilot then working in the
Directorate of Support. Cunningham stayed with the U-2 project for
the next I0 years. Two other key project officials who began their duties early in 1955 werei
the finance offi cer, and
:·.--~~-~~] the contracting office~:· -

' OSA Histo ry. chap. 3. p. 2 (TS Codeword); Bissd! imerv ie w. 8 No vember !984 (S);
Besc hloss, Mavday. p. 89.
' OSA Hiswry. chap. 3. pp. 6-7, chap. -i. pp. f-2 . chap. 5. pp. 27-29 (TS Codeword);
Chronology of the Office of Special Activities. 195.J- /968, {C!A: DS&T, 1969). p. 2--+ (TS
Codeword ) (hucafrc r cited as OSA Chronology).
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Project AQUATONE Personnel
Special Assistant to the DCI
for Planning and Coordination

I
Headquarters
CIA
USAF

18
7

25

US Field Test Base
CIA
26

-26-

I

Foreign Field Base A
16
CIA
USAF
34
Contract
52

-102-

Total
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I

I

I
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i

I

I

Foreign Field Base B
CIA
16
USAF
34
Contract
52

-102-

CIA

-102-

92

357.

During the first half of 1955. the project staff grew slowly: many
of the individuals working on overhead reconnaissance remained on
the rolls of other Agency components. To achieve maximum security.
Bissell made the project staff self-sufficient. Project AQUATONE had
its own contract management, administrative, financial, logistic, communications, and security personnel, and, thus, did not need to turn
to the Agency directorates for assistance. Funding for Project
AQUATONE was also kept separate from other Agency components;
its personnel and operating costs were not paid out of regular Agency
accounts. As approving officer for the project, Richard Bissell could
funds in amounts up to $1 00.000;
sums
the

At the end
Deputy Director for Support
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The Matomic Building

total of 357 personnel divided among project headquarters. a US testing facility. and three foreign field bases. CIA employees represented
only one-fourth (92) of the total. The Air Force personnel commitment was larger, with I 09 positions on the 1955 table of organization
(this total does not include many other Air Force personnel, such as
SAC meteorologists, who supported the U-2 project in addition to
their other duties). The largest Project AQUATONE category was
contrac t employees, with I 56 positions in 1955 . This category in cluded maintenance and support personnel from Lockheed (five per
aircraft), lhe pilots, and support personnel from other contractors for
items such as photographic equipment.'
T he firs t project headqu arters was in ClA's Ad min istration (East)
Buildi ng at 2430 E Stree t, NW. Conti nued growth caused the
AQUATONE staff to move several times duri ng its first two years.
On I May !955. the project staff moved to the third floor of a small
red bric k buildi ng (the Briggs School ) at 221 0 E Street, NW. T hen on
3 Octo ber. the staff mo ved to Wings A and C of Quarters Eye, a
World War [{ " temporary" buildi ng on Ohio Dri ve . NW. in the West
Potomac Park area of Washi ngton . On 25 February 1956, lhe project
staff moved again, th is time to the fifth fl oor of the Mato mic Building

• Projc<.:! AQUATONE T:.1bk of Org:.~nization. 28 April 1955 in OSA History. chap. 3. :~n
nt.!~ 15 (TS Codeword)
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at 1717 H Street, NW. Here the staff remained for the next six years
until it moved into the new ClA Headquarters building at Langley in
March 1962. The final move came in January 1968, when the project
staff (QY~ tD<!t Ji_1_11~~nown as the Office of Special Acti vities) moved
to the
-·-- .. --- ·· ··· -- - - -· -~ --- --- · :
I

- ·- '-----" -· ··--·-- --- --------· ----·- -----~- -------- ..!

Bissell reported directly to the DC!, although in reality the
DOC!, Gen. Charles Pearre Cabell, was much more closely involved
in the day-to-day affairs of the overhead reconnaissance project.
Cabell 's extensive background in Air Force intelligence. particularly
in overhead reconnaissance , made him ideally qualified to oversee the
U-2 project. Cabell frequently attended White House meetings on the
U-2 for the DCL

FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS FOR
PROJECT AQUATONE
Although Allen Dulles had approved the concept of covert funding
for the reconnaissance project. many financial details remained to be
settled, including the contract with Lockheed. Nevertheless. work on
the U-2 began as soon as the project was authorized. Between 29
November and 3 December 1954. Kelly Johnson pulled together a
team of 25 engineers, which was not ea.~y because he had to take
them off other Lockheed projects without being able to explain why
to their former supervisors. The engineers immediately began to work
45 hours a week on the project. The project staff gradually expanded
to a total of 81 perso nnel, and the workweek soon increased to 65
hours."
Kelly Johnson's willingness to begin work on the aircraft without a contrac t illustrates one of the most important aspects of th is program: the use of un vouchered funds for covert proc ure ment.
Lockheed was well acq uainted with the covert procurement process.
having previously modified several aircraft for covert use by the C fA.
Cove rt funding for sensitive projects si mpli fies both procurement and security procedures because the funds are not attributable to
the Federal Government and there is no public accountabi li ty for their

' OSA Hisrory. ch:~p . 18, pp. 7-8 (TS Codeword); OSA Ch ronology. pp. 4. 7. 10. ->5 (TS
Codeword) .
' I<)hnson ... Log for Project X." 19 :-./ove mber-3 December 1954 ( U).
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use. Public Law 110, approved by the 81 st Congress on 20 June 1949,
designates the Director of Central Intelligence as the only government
employee who can obligate Federal money without the use of vouchers. By using unvouchered funds, it is possible to eliminate competitive bidding and thereby limit the number of parties who know about
a given project. The use of unvouchered funds also speeds up the
Federal procurement cycle. A general contractor such as Lockheed
can purchase much, if not all, of the supplies needed for a project
without resorting at each step to the mandate<! pr()(;llrement procedures involving public, competitive bidding,
----------------~------

In mid~December 1954, President Eisenhower authorized DC!
Dulles to use $35 million from the Agency's Contingency Reserve Fund
to finance the U-2 project. Then on 22 December 1954, the Agency
signed a letter contract with Lockheed, using the codename Project
OARFISH. The Agency had proposed to give Lockheed "performance
specifications" rather than the standard Air Force "technical specifications," which were more rigid and demanding. and Kelly Johnson agreed
that such a move would save a lot of money. Lockheed's original proposal to the Air Force in May 1954 had been $28 million for 20 U-2s
equipped with GE 173 engines. During negotiations with CIA General
Counsel Lawrence R. Houston, Lockheed changed its proposal to $26
million for 20 airframes plus a two-seat trainer model and spares; the Air
Force was to furnish the engines. Houston insisted that the Agency could
only budget .$22.5 million for the airframes because it needed the balance
of the available .$35 million for cameras and life-support gear. The two
sides finally agreed on a fixed~price contract with a provision for a re~
view three-fourths of the way
to determine if the costs were
to exceed the $22.5 million
The formal
SP-191
on 2 March 1955 and called for the
1

home

on 21
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As it turned out, no review of the contract was necessary at the
three-fourths point. Lockheed delivered the aircraft not only on time
but under budget. During the final contract negotiations in the spring
of 1958, Lockheed and the US Government agreed on a price for the
original 20 aircraft of $17,025.542 plus a profit of $1,952,055 for a
total of $18,977 ,597-less than $1 million for each aircraft. Because
its design was based on Lockheed's F-1 04, the U-2 was relatively inexpensive even though only a small number of aircraft had been ordered. Only the wings and tail were unique; Lockheed manufactured
the other portions of the aircraft using the F-104's jigs and dies.

MAJOR DESIGN FEATURES OF THE U-2
Aware of the great need for secrecy in the new project, Kelly Johnson
placed it in Lockheed's Advanced Development facility at Burbank,
10
California. known as the Skunk Works. Lockheed had established
this highly secure area in 1945 to develop the nation's first jet aircraft,
the P-80 Shooting Star. The small Skunk Works staff began making
the_detailed drawings for the U-2, which was nicknamed the "Angel"
because it was to fly so high.
Kelly Johnson's approach to prototype development was to have
his engineers and draftsmen located not more than 50 feet from the
aircraft assembly line. Difficulties in construction were immediately
brought to the attention of the engineers, who gathered the mechanics
around the drafting tables to discuss ways to overcome the difficulties. As a result, engineers were generally able to fix problems in the
design in a matter of hours, not days or weeks. There was no emphasis placed on producing neatly typed memorandums; engineers simply made pencil notations on the
drawings in order to
keep the
quickly.
A little more than a week after he had been authorized to
his most
would
which was the limit for
The U-2 would have
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Skunk Works Design Staff

speed of Mach 0.8 or 460 knots at altitude. Ics initial maximum altitude wou ld be 70,600 feet and the ul timate maximum altirude would
be 73, I00 feet. According to these early December 1954 specifications, the new plane would take off at 90 knots, land at 76 knots , and
be able to glide 244 nautical mi les from an altitude of 70.000 feet.
After d iscussing the reconnaissance bay with James Baker, Johnson
had worked out various equipment combi nations that would not exceed the we ight lim it of 450 pounds . Johnson ended his report by
prom isi ng the first tes t flight by 2 August I 955 and the co mpletion o f
fou r aircraft by I December 1955' :

''

Kt:l!y Johnson . "A High- Ait nudo:: Reconnaissance Aircraft." 9 Do::cembt!r !95-i.

L.x khced Contract Filc:s. OS A Records (Sl.
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In designing the U-2 aircraft, Kelly Johnson was confronted with
two major problems-fuel capacity and weight. To achieve intercontinental range. the aircraft had to carry a large supply of fuel, yet. it
also had to be light enough to attain the ultrahigh altitudes needed to
be safe from interception. Although the final product resembled a typical jet aircraft, its construction was unlike any other US military aircraft. One unusual design feature was the tail assembly, which-to
save weight-was attached to the main body with just three tension
bolts. This feature had been adapted from sailplane designs.
The wings were also unique. Unlike conventional aircraft, whose
main wing spar passes through the fuselage to give the wings continuity and strength, the U-2 had two separate wing panels. which were
attached to the fuselage sides with tension bolts (again, just as in sailplanes). Because the wing spar did not pass through the fuselage,
Johnson was able to locate the camera behind the pilot and ahead of
the engine, thereby improving the aircraft's center of gravity and reducing its weight.
The wings were the most challenging design feature of the entire
airpJ.ane. Their combination of high-aspect ratio and low-drag ratio
(in other words, the wings were long, narrow, and thin) made them
unique in jet aircraft design. The wings were actually integral fuel
tanks that carried almost all of the U-2's fuel supply.
The fragility of the wings and tail section, which were only
bolted to the fuselage, forced Kelly Johnson to look for a way to protect the aircraft from gusts of wind at altitudes below 35,000 feet,
which otherwise might cause the aircraft to disintegrate. Johnson
again borrowed from sailplane designs to devise a "gust control"
mechanism that set the ailerons and horizontal stabilizers into a position that kept the aircraft in a slightly nose-up attitude,
sudden stresses caused
wind
the U-2
aircraft that

touchdown for this 7-ton aircrafL Because
the
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U-2 at testing site before
attachment of wings and
tail assembly

that they could be recovered and reused. The aircraft landed on its
front and back landing gear and then gradually tilted over onto one of
the wingtips. which were equipped with landing skids.u

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CAMERA SYSTEM
By Decembe r 1954. Kell y John so n was at work on drawings for the
U-2' s airframe and Pra tt & Whi tney was already building the 157 jet

" For the dt:>i gn ft:a!un:s o f l ht: U-2 in <:arly 1955. ' cc R. F. Boehme, Summarv Reporr:
Rccomwi.mmce Aircraf t. Lockheed Ai rcraft Corporat i< m Report 104 20. 2S hn u;.~ry 1955 .
pp. 7 ·'>. OSA Records. J<>b H - B-645. b<.H I !SI.
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engine, but no firm plans existed for the all-important cameras.
Existing cameras were too bulky and lacked sufficient resolution £O
be used in high-altitude reconnaissance.
The workhorses of World War II aerial photography had been the
Fairchild K-19 and K-21 framing cameras with lenses of varying focal
lengths from 24 to 40 inches. Late in the war, the trimetrogon K-17
.mapping-camera system came into use. This system consisted of three
separate cameras which made three photographs simultaneously: a
vertical, an oblique to the left, and an oblique to the right. The major
shortcomings of the trimetrogon system were the large amount of film
required and the system's lack of sharp definition on the obliques.
The standard aerial cameras available in the early 1950s could
achieve resolutions of about 20 to 25 feet (7 to 8 meters) on a side
when used at an altitude of 33,000 feet (10,000 meters), or about 25
lines per millimeter in current terms of reference. Such resolution was
considered adequate because aerial phocography was then used primarily to choose targers for strategic bombing, to assess bomb damage after air raids, and to make maps and charts. Unfortunately, a
camera with a resolution of only 20 to 25 feet at a height of 33,000
fee t was roo crude to be used at tw ice that alti tude . fndeed, for intelligence purposes a resolution of less than 10 feet was necessary to discern smaller targets in greater detail. This mean t that any camera
carried to altitudes above 68. 000 feet had to be almost four times as
good as existing aerial cameras in order to achieve a resolution of less
than 10 feet. As a result, some scientists doubted that use ful photOgraphy could be obtained from altitudes higher than 40.000 feet. 'J

·• Baker intervi.:w (5 ).
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The first success in designing very-high-acuity lenses came in
the mid-1940s, when James G. Baker of Harvard and Richard S.
Perkin of the Perkin-Elmer (P-E) Company of Norwalk, Connecticut,
collaborated on a design for an experimental camera for the Army Air
Force. They developed a 48-inch focal -length scanning camera that
was mounted in a modified B-36 bomber. When tested over Fort
Worth, Texas, at 34.000 feet, the new camera produced photographs
in which two golf balls on a putting green could be distinguished (in
reality, however, the " golf balls" were 3 inches in diameter). These
photographs demonstrated the high acuity of Baker's lens, but the
camera weighed more than a ton and was much too large to be carried
aloft in an aircraft as small as the U-2.

James G. Baker

Realizing that size and weight were the major restraining factors
in developing a camera for the U-2, James Baker began working on a
radically new system in October 1954, even before the ClA adopted
the Lockheed proposal. Baker quickly recognized, however, that he
would need almost a year to produce a working model of such a complex camera. Since Kelly Johnson had promised to have a U-2 in the
air within eight months, Baker needed to find an existing camera that
could be used until the new camera was ready. After consulting with
his friend and colleague Richard Perkin, Baker decided to adapt for
the U-2 an Air Force camera known as the K-38, a 24-inch aerial
framing camera built by the Hycon Manufacturing Company of
Pasadena, California.
Perkin suggested modifying several standard K-38 cameras in
order to reduce their weight to the U-2's 450-pound payload limit. At
the same time. Baker would make critical adjustments to existing
K-38 lenses to improve their acuity. Baker was able to do this in a
few weeks, so several modified K-38s, now known as A- 1 cameras,
were ready when the first "Angel" aircraft took to the air in
mid-1955 . 15
CIA awarded Hycon a contract for the modified K-38 cameras,
and Hycon, in turn, subcontracted to Perkin-Elmer to provide new
and to make other modifications to the cameras in order to
make them less bulky. In its tum, Perkin-Elmer subcontracted to
Baker to rework the existing K-38 lenses and later design an im·
proved lens system. To keep his lens-designing efforts separate from

'' Ibid.
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A-1 camera

his research associate duties ac Harvard and his service on government advisory bodies, Baker established a small firm known as Spica,
Incorporated, on 31 January 1955.
The A-1 camera system consisted of two 24-inch K-38 framing
cameras. One was mounted vertically and pholOgraphed a 17.2. swath
beneath the aircraft onto a roll of 9.5-inch film . The second K-38 was
placed in a rocking mount so that it alternately photographed the left
oblique and right oblique out to 36.5" onto separate rolls of 9.5- inc h
film . The film supplies unwound in opposite directions in order to
minimi ze thei r effect on the balance of the aircraft. BQ(h cameras
used standard Air Force 24- inch focal -leng th lenses adjusted for maximum acuity by Baker. The development o f the special rocking mount
by Perkin-Elmer 's Dr. Roderic M. Scott was a major factO r in reducing the size and wei ght of the A- I system, because the mount provided broad trans verse coverage with a single lens, end ing the need
16
fo r two separate cameras.

•• OSA Histo ry, chap. I.
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A-2 camera

U-2s equipped with the A- I camera system also carried a
Perkin-Elmer tracking camera using 2.75-inch film and a 3-inch lens.
This device made continuous horizon-to-horizon photographs of the
terrain passing beneath the aircraft Because the A-I system was new,
it also included a backup camera system, a K-17 6-inch three-camera
trimetrogon unit using 9-inch film.
While the A-I system was still being developed, James Baker
was already working on the next
of lenses for high-altitude
reconnaissance. Baker was a pioneer in
computers to synthesize
optical
His software algorithms made it possible to model
lens
and determine in advance the effects that variations in
"v''"'-'"• and lens
would have on
These
programs reextensi ve
for this he turned to the mosc
modem computer
an IBM CPC
calculainstallation at

I.
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Baker's new lenses were used in a camera system known as the
A-2, which returned to a trimetrogon arrangement because of problems with the A-1 system's rocking mount. The A-2 consisted of
three separate K-38 framing cameras and 9.5-inch film magazines.
One K-38 filmed the right oblique, another the vertical, and a third
the left oblique. The A-2 system also included a 3-inch tracking
camera. All A-2 cameras were equipped with the new 24-inch f/8.0
Baker-designed lenses. These were the first relatively large photographic objective lenses to employ several aspheric surfaces. James
Baker personally ground these surfaces and made the final bench tests
on each lens before releasing it to the Agency. These lenses were able
to resolve 60 lines per millimeter, a 240-percent improvement over
existing lenses.~~
Once Baker and Scott had redesigned the 24-inch lens for the
K-38 devices, they turned their attention to Baker's new camera design, known as the B modeL It was a totally new concept, a high-resolution panoramic-type framing camera with a much longer 36-inch
f/10.0 aspheric lens. The B camera was a very complex. device that
. used a single lens to obtain photography from one horizon to the
other, thereby reducing weight by having two fewer lenses and shutter
assemblies than the standard trimetrogon configuration. Because its
lens was longer than those used in the A cameras. the B camera
achieved even higher resolution-100 lines per millimeter.
The B camera used an 18- by 18-inch format, which was
achieved by focusing the image onto two coumerrotating but overlapping 9. 5-inch wide strips of film. Baker designed this camera so that
one film supply was located forward, the other aft. Thus, as the film
supplies unwound, they counterbalanced each other and did not disturb the aircraft's center of

side
vertical. This increased
and almost doubled the
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8 camera

operating time. Three of the seven B-camera frames provided stereo
coverage. The complex B cameras were engineered by Hycon's chief
designer, William McFadden.'''
James Baker's idea for the ultimate high-altitude camera was the
C mode! that would have a 240-inch focal length. In December 1954,
he made preliminary designs for folding the optical path using three
mirrors, a prism, and an f/20.0 lens system. Before working out the
details of this
however, Baker flew to California in early
January 1955 to consult with Kelly Johnson about the weight and
every efspace limitations of the U-2's payload
reduce the
dimensions of the C camera, Baker needed
fort
an additional six inches of
space to accommodate the
the Iauer
lens. When he broached this
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Realizing that the 240-inch lens was both too large and roo
heavy for the camera bay, Baker scaled the lens down to a 200-inch
f/! 6. 0 system. This was still too big. Further reductions followed, resulting by July 1955 in a 120-inch f/10.9 !ens that met both the weight
and space limitations. Later in the year, Baker decided to make the
mirrors for the system out of a new, lightweight foamed silica material developed by Pittsburgh-Coming Glass Company. This reduced
the weight significantly, and he was able to scale up the lens to a
180-inch f/13.85 reflective system for a 13- by 13-inch format. In the
past, the calculations for such a complex camera lens would have
taken years to complete, but thanks to Baker's ray-tracing computer
program, he was able to accomplish the task in just 16 days.
When a C camera built by Hycon was Right-tested on 31 January
1957, project engineers discovered that its 180-inch focal length,
which was five times longer than that of the B camera, made the
camera very sensitive to aircraft vibration and led to great difficulty
in aiming the C camera from altitudes above 68,000 feet. The engineers, therefore, decided to shelve the camera. More than five years
later, a redesigned C camera was employed during the Cuban Missile
Crisis in October 1962, but the results were not very satisfactory.
The failure of the C camera design was not a serious setback to
the high-altitude reconnaissance program, because the B camera
proved highly successfuL Once initial difficulties with the film-transport system were overcome, the B camera became the workhorse of
high-altitude photography. An improved version known as the B-2 is
still in use. Both of the earlier A-model cameras were phased out after
September 1958.
During the period when he was designing lenses for the CIA's
overhead reconnaissance program, James Baker was also working on
classified lens
for the Air Force and unclassified
for
the Smithsonian Institution. To
the
of Baker's work
told
for the
Herbert Miller of the
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In addition to the camera systems, the U-2 carried one other important item of optical equipment, a periscope. Designed by James
Baker and built by Walter Baird of Baird Associates, the optical periscope helped pilots recognize targets beneath the aircraft and also
proved to be a valuable navigational aid.:::

PREPARATIONS FOR TESTING THE U-2
As work progressed in California on the airframe, in Connecticut on
the engines, and in Boston on the camera system, the top officials of
the Development Projects Staff tlew to California and Nevada to
search for a site where the aircraft could be tested safely and secretly.
On 12 April 1955 Richard Bissell and Col. Osmund Ritland (the senior Air Force officer on the project stafO tlew over Nevada with
Kelly Johnson in a small Beechcraft plane piloted by Lockheed's
chief test pilot, Tony LeVier. They spotted what appeared to be an airstrip by a salt flat known as Groom Lake, near the northeast corner of
the Atomic Energy Commission's (AEC) Nevada Proving Ground.
After debating about landing on the old airstrip, LeVier set the plane
down on the lakebed, and all four walked over to examine the strip.
The facility had been used during World War II as an aerial gunnery
range for Army Air Corps pilots. From the air the strip appeared to be
paved, but on closer inspection it turned out to have originally been
fashioned from compacted earth that had turned into ankle-deep dust
after more than a decade of disuse. If LeVier had atrempted to land on
the airstrip, the plane would probably have nosed over when the
wheels sank into the loose soil, killing or injuring all of the key fig. ')
ures .tn t he u"
-L. prOJect·
Bissell and his

all
that Groom Lake would
the U-2 and training irs
Bissell discovered that Groom
After
Commission to add the Groom
AEC Chairman Adm.
its map desThe outlines
Area
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are shown on current unclassified maps as a small rectangular area
adjoining the northeast comer of the much larger Nevada Test Site. To
make the new facility in the middle of nowhere sound more attractive
to his workers, Kelly Johnson ca lled it the Paradise Ranch, which was
soon shortened to the Ranch.~·
Although the dry lak:ebed could have se rved as a landing strip,
project managers decided that a paved runway was needed so th at
testing could also take place during the times when rainwate r runoff
from nearby mountains filled the lake (at suc h times the base acquired
yet ano ther unofficial name, Watertown Strip). By July 1955 the base
was ready, and Agency. Air Force. and Lockheed person ne l began
moving in.

" OSA Hiswry. chap. 8. pp. ::!-6 (TS Cotlewortl): Joh n~on. "Log for Proj~ct X. " 25 -29
April 1955 : Cla re nc~ L " Ke ll y" Johnson with Maggie Sm ith . Ke lly: More Thun M~
Share nflr 4!1 (Washington. DC: Smithsonian Institute Press. 1985). p. 123.
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SECURITY FOR THE U-2 PROJECT
On 29 April 1955, Richard Bissell signed an agreement with the Air
Force and the Navy (which at that time was also interested in the U-2)
in which the services agreed that the CIA "assumed primary responsibility for all security" for the overhead reconnaissance project
(AQUATONE). From this time on, the CIA has been responsible for
the security of overhead programs. This responsibility has placed a
heavy burden on the Office of Security for establishing procedures to
keep large numbers of contracts untraceable to the Central
Intelligence Agency. The Office of Security has also had to determine
which contractor employees require security clearances and has had
to devise physical security measures for the various manufacturing facilities. Keeping the U-2 and subsequent overhead systems secret has
been a time-consuming and costly undertaking. 25
The most important aspect of the security program for the U-2
project was the creation of an entire new compartmented system for
the product of U-2 missions. Access to the photographs taken by the
U-2 would be strictly controlled, which often limited the ability of
CIA analysts to use the products of U-2 missions.
The terminology used to describe U-2 aircraft and pilots also
played a part in maintaining the security of the overhead reconnaissance program. To reduce the chances of a security breach, the
Agency always referred to its high-altitude aircraft as "articles," with
each aircraft having its own "article number." Similarly, the pilots
were always called "drivers." In cable traffic the aircraft were known
as KWEXTRA-00 (the two-digit number identified the precise aircraft; these numbers were not related to the three-digit article numbers assigned by the factory). The pilots were referred to as
KWGLITfER-00 (the two-digit number identified the precise pilot).
Thus, even if a message or document about overflight activities fell
into unfriendly
the contents would simply
to codewords
or at worst to
and
no indication of the
nature of the program.
Even the aircraft's onboard eatliOineJru
the
Johnson ordered altimeof CIA
that the
he
ters from the Kollman Instrument
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devices had to be calibrated to 80,000 feet. This immediately raised
eyebrows at Kollman because its instruments only went to 45,000
feet. Agency security personnel quickly briefed several Kollman officials and produced a cover story that the altimeters were to be used on
experimental rocket planes.~'

THE CIA- AIR FORCE PARTNERSHIP
At the initial interagency meetings to establish the U-2 program in
December 1954, the participants did not work out a clear delineation
of responsibilities between the CIA and the Air Force. They agreed
only that the Air Force would supply the engines and the Agency
would pay for the airframes and cameras. With a myriad of details still
unsettled, CIA and Air Force representatives began to work on an
interagency agreement that would assign specific responsibilities for
the program. These negotiations proved difficult. Discussions on this
subject between DCI Allen Dulles and Air Force Chief of Staff Nathan
Twining began in March 1955. Twining wanted SAC, headed by Gen.
Curtis E. LeMay. to run the project once the planes and pilots were
ready to fly, but Dulles opposed such an arrangement. The CIA-USAF
talks dragged on for several months, with Twining determined that
SAC should have full control once the aircraft was deployed.
Eventually President Eisenhower settled the dispute. "I want this
whole thing to be a civilian operation," the President wrote. "If uniformed personnel of the armed services of the United States fly over
Russia, it is an act of war-legally-and [don't want any part of it." :s
With the issue of control over the program settled, the two agencies soon worked out the remaining details. On 3 August 1955, Dulles
and Twining met at SAC headquarters in Omaha to sign the basic
titled "Organization and Delineation of ResponsibilitiesProjecc OILSTONE" (OILSTONE was the Air Force codename for the
This
gave the Air Force
for
selection
weather
and ""'"'~'""tt""'"'
<rs>tTI.,.,nt<: for foreign
had a voice in the selection of pilots. All aeronautical
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project-the construction and testing of the aircraft-remained the exclusive province of Lockheed. :•
As a result of this agreement, CIA remained in control of the
program, but the Air Force played a very important role as well. As
Richard Bissell later remarked about the U-2 project, "The Air Force
wasn ' t just in on this as a supporting element, and to a major degree it
wasn't in on it just supplying about half the government personnel;
but the Air Force held, if you want to be precise, 49 percent of the
common stock." ;o
One of the first Air Force officers assigned to Project OILSTONE
was Col. Osmund J. Ritland . He began coordinating Air Force activities in the U-2 program with Richard Bissell in December 1954. On 27
June 1955, Ritland became Bissell's deputy, although Air Force Chief
of Staff Twining did not officially approve this assignment until 4
August, the day after the signing of the CIA-Air Force agreement. In
March 1956. Colonel Ritland returned to the Air Force and was followed as deputy project director by Col. Jack A. Gibbs.
Osmund J. Ritland

. . · Another Air Force officer. Lt. Col. Leo P. Geary. joined the program in June 1955 and remained with it until August 1966. longer
than any of the other project managers. Using the Air Force
Inspector General's office as cover with the title of Project Officer.
AFCIG -5. Geary served as the focal point for all Defense
Department support to the U-2 and OXCART programs. His II years
with the overhead reconnaissance projects provided a high degree of
3
Air Force continuity. '

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES TO
HIGH-ALTITUDE FLIGHT
To get the U-2 aircraft ready to ffy. Lockheed engineers had to solve
problems never before encountered . Among these proble ms was the
need for a fuel that would not boil off and evaporate at the very hi gh
altitudes for wh ich the aircrafr was designed. Gen. James H. Dooli ttl e

" OSA Hiswry, chap. 3. p. 15 and anne ~ 14 (TS Codeword ).

•• Speech given by Richard Bissell at CIA Headqua ncrs, 12 October 1965 (TS Codewonll
" Bri g. Gen. Leo A. Geary (US AF-Ret.). interview by Donald E. Wellenbach. tape rt:·
cording. 3 April 1986 ($); OSA Hismr;.·. chap. 3. p. 3 \TS Code word ).
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(USAF. Ret.) , a vice president of the Shell Oil Company who had
long been involved in overhead reconnaissance (most recently as a
member of the Technological Capabilities Panel). arranged for Shell
to develop a special low-volatility, low-vapor-pressure kerosene fuel
for the craft. The result was a dense mixture, known as LF- 1A, J P-TS
(thermally stable), or JP-7, with a boiling point of 300"F at sea level.
Manufacturing this special fuel required petroleum byproducts that
Shell normally used to make its "Flit" fly and bug spray. In order to
produce several hundred thousand gallons of LF-1 A for the U-2 project in the spri ng and summer of 1955, Shell had to limit the production of Flit, causing a nationwide shortage. Because of the new fuel's
density, it required special tanks and modifications to the aircraft 's
3
fuel-control and ignition systems. :

Leo P. Geary

Even more important than the problem of boiling fuel was the
problem of boiling blood, namely the pilot's. At altitudes above
65,000 feet, fluids in the human body will vaporize unless the body
can be kept under pressure. Furthermore, the reduced atmospheric
pressure placed considerable stress on the piloc's cardiovascular system and did not provide adequare oxygenation of the blood. Keeping
the pilot alive at the extreme altitudes required for overflights therefore called for a totally different approach to environmental equipment; it required a system that could maintain pressure over much of
the pilot's body. The technology that enabled U-2 pilots to operate for
extended periods in reduced atmospheric pressure would later play a
major role in the manned space program.
Advising the Agency on high-altitude survival were two highly
experienced Air Force doctors, Col. Donald D. Flickinger and Col. W.
Randolph Lovelace, n. Dr. Lovelace had begun his research on
high-altitude flight before World War II and was a coinventor of the
standard Air Force oxygen mask . In the early 1950s, he and
Flickinger made daring parachute jumps from B-47 bombers to test
pilot-survival gear under extreme conditions. Flickinger served as the
medical adviser to Project AQUATONE for almost a decade.n
Fl ic kinger and Love lace suggested that the Agency as k the
Dav id Clark Co mpany of Worcester. Massachusetts. manufacturer o f
environmenta l suits fo r Air Force pilots, ro subm it designs for more

'' Land interview !TS Codeword); Bissell inte rview (Sl: James A. Cunningham. Jr . inter·
view by Donald E. Welzen bach . Washington , DC. tape recording. 4 October 1983 (TS
Codeword) .
" OSA Hostory. chap . 10, pp. 29· 34 (TS Codeword )
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MC-2 partial-pressure suit (seen
on pilot Francis Gary Powers)

advanced gear for the U-2 pilots. David Clark expert Joseph Ruseckas
then developed a complex life-support system, which was the first
partially pressurized '·s pacesuit" for keeping humans ali ve for
lengthy periods at ultrahigh altitudes. The effort to provide a safe enviro nmenc for pilots at high altitudes also invo lved the Firewel
Company of Buffalo, Ne w York. which pressurized the U-2 cockpi t to
create an interior environment equiva lent to the air pressure at an altitude of 28,000 feet. The system was designed so that, if the interior
cockpit pressure fe ll below the 28,000-feet leve l, the pilot's su ir
wou ld automatically innate. ln either case, he could obtain oxygen
on ly through his helmet '"'

" Ibid .. chap. 5. p. 19 tTS Codc:word).
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The early models of these MC-2 and MC-3 partial-pressure suits
were very uncomfortable for the pilots. To prevent loss of pressure,
the heavy coverall had to fit tightly at the wrists and ankles (in the
early models of these suits. the feet were not included in the pressurization scheme). The pilot had to wear gloves and a heavy helmet that
tended to chafe his neck and shoulders and was prone to fogging.
Problems with the pilot life-support system were believed to have
been the cause of several early crashes of the U-2.
Having gotten a pilot into this bulky suit and shoehorned him
into his seat in the cockpit, the next problem was how to get him out
in an emergency. The U-2 cockpit was very small, and the early models did not have an ejection seat Even after an ejection seat was installed, pilots were reluctant to use it because they were afraid they
would lose their legs below the knees when they were blown out of
the cockpit. To save weight, the first pilot's seat was extremely simple
with no height adjustment mechanism. Designed for pilots of
above-average height, the seat could be adjusted for shorter pilots by
inserting wooden blocks beneath the seat to raise it. fn later versions
35
of the aircraft, Kelly Johnson added a fully adjustable seat.
The Air Force undertook bailout experiments at high altitudes
from balloons in the autumn of 1955 to detennine if the suit designed
for the U-2 pilot would also protect him during his parachute descent
once he was separated from the life-support mechanisms inside the
aircraft. To avoid getting the "bends" during such descents or during
the long flights, pilots had to don their pressure suits and begin
breathing oxygen at least 90 minutes before takeoff so that their bodies would have time to dissipate nitrogen. This procedure was known
as prebreathing. Once the pilots were in their suits. eating and drinkbecame a major problem, as did urination. The first model of the
used
Lockheed test
made no provision for urito be catheterized be~
of
urination

of each mission.
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Pilot undergoing prebreathing

To prevent pilots from becoming dessicared during the long
missions-a condition aggravated by their having to breathe pure
oxygen-provision was made for them to drink sweetened water. This
was accomplished by providing a sma ll self-sealing hole in the face
mask through which the pilot could push a strawlike tube attached to
the water supply. Project personnel also pioneered in the development
of ready- to-eat foods in squeezable containers. These were primarily
bacon- or cheese-flavored mixtures that the pilot cou ld sq ueeze into
hi s mouth usi ng the self-seali ng hole in the face mask. Despite all
these precautio ns. U-2 pilo ts no rmall y los t 3 to 6 pounds of body
we ight during an eight-hour mi ss ion.'h
Food and wate r were not the only items provided to pilots on
overfli ght miss ions : they also rece ived a suicide pi lL Du ring the early
1950s, tales of Sov iet secret po li ce torture o f captured fore ign age nts

• Information supp lied by Jam~.~ Cunn mgham anll forma U- 2 pi lots Carm ine Vito.
Stockman. Ja..:ob Kratt. and Gh:nu<1n Dun:~way to Donald E. Wd t.cnbach. M c~y

Herv~y

f</S6.

s~
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led Bissell and Cunningham to approach Dr. Alex Batlin of Technical
Services Division in the Directorate of Plans ;r for ideas to help "captured" U-2 pilots avoid such suffering. Batlin suggested the method
used by Nazi war criminal Hermann Goering, a thin glass ampule
containing liquid potassium cyanide. He said a pilot had only to put
the ampule in his mouth and bite down on the glass: death would follow in LO to !5 seconds. Project AQUATONE ordered six of the poison ampules, called L-pills, and offered one to each pilot just before a
mission. It was up to each pilot to decide if he wanted to take an
L-pill with him. Some did; most did not Js

DELIVERY OF THE FIRST U-2
On 25 July. less than eight months after the go-ahead call from Trevor
Gardner. Kelly Johnson was ready to deliver the first aircraft. known as
article 341, to the "Paradise Ranch" site. With its long, slender wings
and tail assembly removed. the aircraft was wrapped in tarpaulins.
loaded aboard a C-124, and flown to Groom Lake. where Lockheed mechanics spent the next six days readying the craft for its maiden flight.
Before '"Kelly's Angel" could actually take to the air, however,
it needed an Air Force designator. Col. Allman T. Culbertson from the
Air Force's Office of the Director of Research and Development
pointed this out to Lieutenant Colonel Geary in July 1955, and the
two officers then looked through the aircraft designator handbook to
see what the options were. They decided that they could not call the
project aircraft a bomber, fighter, or transport plane, and they did not
want anyone to know that the new plane was for reconnaissance, so
Geary and Culbertson decided that it should come under the utility
aircraft category. At the time, there were only two utility aircraft on
the books, a U-1 and a U-3.
told Culbertson that the Lockheed
CL-282 was
the

- C00190094
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Arrival of U-2 prototype at Area 57
(left); Article 34 7, the U-2
prototype (below)

John son had designed the U-2 to use the Pratt & Whitney
(P&W ) 157/P-31 engine. which developed 13.000 pounds of thru st
and weighed 3.820 pounds. giving it a power-to- wei ghc ratio of 3.4: I.
When the U-2 first took to the air. however, these engines were no t
available because the entire production was needed to power specially
configu red Canberra RB-5 7 Ds for the Air Force. The first U-2s therefo re used P& W 157/P-37 eng ines, wh ic h were 276 pounds heavier
and delivered only 10.200 pounds of thrust at sea level : the resu lting
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power-to-weight ratio of 2.7: I was almost 20 percent less efficient
than the preferred P-31 version."''
To conduct lengthy missions over hostile territory, the U-2
needed to carry a large amount of fueL Kelly Johnson used a
"wet-wing" design for the U-2, which meant that fuel was not stored
in separate fuel tanks but rather in the wing itself. Each wing was divided into two leak-proof compartments, and fuel was pumped into
all the cavities within these areas; only the outer 6 feet of the wings
were not used for fuel storage. The U-2 also had a 100-gaflon reserve
tank in its nose. Later, in 1957, Johnson increased the fuel capacity of
the U-2 by adding 100-gallon "slipper" tanks under each wing, projecting slightly ahead of the leading edge.
One of the most important considerations in the U-2's fuel system was the need to maintain aircraft trim as the fuel was consumed.
The aircraft therefore contained a complex system of feed lines and
valves draining to a central sump, which made it impossible to provide the pilot with an empty/full type of fuel gauge. None of the first
50 U-2s had normal fuel gauges. Instead there were mechanical fuel
totalizer/counters. Before the start of a mission, the ground crew set
the counters to indicate the total amount of fuel in the wings, and then
a flow meter subtracted the gallons of fuel actually consumed during
the flight The pilot kept a log of the fuel consumption shown by the
counters and compared it with estimates made by mission planners
for each leg of the flight As a double check, U-2 pilots also kept
track of their fuel consumption by monitoring airspeed and time in
the air. Most pilots became quite expert at this. Several who did not
came up short of their home base during the 20 years these planes
were flown:'

INITIAL TESTING OF THE U-2

c
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followed on 1 Augu:;t. LeVier accelerated to 70 knots and began to try
the ailerons. "'It was at this point that I became aware of being airborne:· LeVier noted afterward. "which left me with utter amazement. as I had no intentions whatsoever of flying. I immediately
started back toward the ground, but had difficulty determining my
height because the lakebed had no markings to judge distance or
height. I made contact with the ground in a left bank of approximately
10 degrees." The U-2 bounced back into the air, but LeVier was able
to bring it back down for a second landing. He then applied the brakes
with little eftect, and the aircraft rolled for a long distance before
.
commg to a stop.
~.:::

Bissell, Cunningham. and Johnson saw the aircraft fall and
bounce. Leaping into a jeep. they roared off toward the plane. They
signaled to LeVier to climb out and then used fire extinguishers to put
out a tire in the brakes. At a debriefing session that followed. LeVier
complained about the poor performance of the brakes and the absence
of markings on the runway. Damage to the prototype U-2 was very
minor: blown tires. a leaking oleostrut on the undercarriage. and damaged brakes. This unplanned flight was but a foretaste of the airworthiness of the U-2. New pilots all had difficulty in getting the U-2's
wheels on the ground because at !ow speeds it would remain in
ground effect and glide efforth.:ssly above the runway for great distances.
Taxi trials continued for one more day and were followed by the
first planned flight on 4 August 1955. LeVier was again at the controls and had been instructed by Kelly Johnson to land the U-2 by
making initial contact with the main or forward landing gear and letthe plane settle back on the rear wheel LeVier had disagreed
with this
that the U-2 would bounce if he tried to
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First flight of the U-2,
4 August 1955

With Kelly Johnson watching from a chase plane and giving a con stant stream of instructions. LeVier made three more unsuccessful
landing auempts. With the light fading and a thunderstorm fast approaching from the mountains to the west. LeVier made one last approach using the method he had advocated: letting the aircraft touch
on its rear wheel first. This time the U-2 made a near-perfect landing.
which came just in the nick of time. Ten minutes later, the thunderstorm began dumping an unheard-of 2 inches of rain . flooding the dry
lakebed and making the airstrip unusable:;
Now that the first prob lems in flying and landing the U-2 had
been worked ou t. Kelly Johnson scheduled the "official" first Righ t
for 8 August 1955 . This time outsiders were present, including
Richard Bissell. Col. Osmond Ritland. Richard Homer. and Garrison
Norton. The U-2 flew to 32,000 feet and performed ve ry well. Kelly
Johnson had met his e ight-month deadline .....

" lbi<.i .. pp. 21-22; J<)hnson, "Log for ProJeCt X." 4 Augu>t 1955.
u

Johnson. ··tog for

Pn>jc~t

x:· !i August

1955.
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LeVier made an additional 19 flights in article 341 before moving on to other Lockheed tlight test programs in early September.
This first phase of U-2 testing explored the craft's stall envelope. took
the aircraft w its maximum stress limit (2.5 g's), and explored its
speed potential. LeVier soon flew the aircraft at its maximum speed
of Mach 0.85. Flight tests continued, with the U-2 ascending to altitudes never before attained in sustained flight. On 16 August LeVier
took the aircraft up to 52,000 feet. [n preparation for this flight, the
42-year-old test pilot completed the Air Force partial-pressure suit
training program, becoming the oldest pilot to do so. Testing at even
higher altitudes continued, and on 8 September the U-2 reached its
initial design altitude of 65,600 feet. ~s
On 22 September 1955. the U-2 experienced its first flameout at
64,000 feet-more than 12 miles up. After a brief restart, the 1571
P-37 engine again tlamed our at 60,000 feet, and the aircraft
descended to 35,000 feet before the engine could be relit Engineers
from Pratt & Whitney immediately set to work on this problem. The
P-37 model engine had significantly poorer combustion characteristiq than the preferred but unavailable P-31 version and therefore
tended to flame out at high altitudes. Combustion problems usually
became apparent as the U-2 began the final part of its climb from
57,000 to 65,000 feet, causing pilots to refer to this area as the "badlands" or the "chimney." Flameouts bedeviled the U-2 project until
sufficient numbers of the more powerful P-31 engines became avail4
able in the spring of 1956. •
Meanwhile, with the airworthiness of the U-2 airframe proven,
Lockheed set up a production line in the Skunk Works, but delivery of
even the second-choice 157/P-37
became a major problem.
Pratt & Whitney's full production
for these engines for the
next year was contracted to rhe Air Force for use in F-1 00
and KC-135 tankers. Colonel
with the help of a
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As the deliveries of U-2 airframes to the testing site increased, a
major logistic problem arose: how to transfer Lockheed employees
from Burbank to Area 51 without arousing a great deal of curiosity.
The project staff decided that the simplest approach would be to fly
the essential personnel to the site on Monday morning and return
them to Burbank on Friday evening. Frequent flights were also necessary to bring in supplies and visitors from contractors and headquarters. Therefore, a regularly scheduled Military Air Transport Service
(MATS) 11ight using a USAF C-54 aircraft began on 3 October 1955.
James Cunningham promptly dubbed this activity .. Bissell's
Narrow-Gauge Airline." Less than seven weeks after it started, a
MATS aircraft bound for Area 51 crashed on 17 November. killing all
14 persons aboard the plane, including the Project Security Officer.
CIA's William H. Marr. four members of his staff, and personnel from
Lockheed and Hycon. This crash represented the greatest single loss
of life in the entire U-2 program!'

U-2s, UFOs, AND OPERATION BLUE BOOK
High-altitude testing of the U-2 soon led to an unexpected side
effect-a tremendous increase in reports of unidentified flying objects
(UFOs). fn the mid-1950s, most commercial airliners flew at altitudes
between 10.000 and 20.000 feet and military aircraft like the B-47s
and B-57s operated at altitudes below 40.000 feet. Consequently.
once U-2s started flying at altitudes above 60,000 feet, air-traffic controllers began receiving increasing numbers of UFO reports.
Such reports were most prevalent in the early evening hours
from pilots of airliners flying from east to west. When the sun
dropped below the horizon of an airliner flying at 20,000 feet. the
plane was in darkness. But, if a U-2 was airborne in the vicinity of the
airliner at the same
its horizon from an altitude of 60.000 feet

7
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Not only did the airline pilots report their sightings to air-traffic
controllers. but they and ground-based observers also wrote letters to
the Air Force unit at Wright Air Development Command in Dayton
charged with investigating such phenomena. This, in turn, led to the
Air Force's Operation BLUE BOOK. Based at Wright-Patterson, the
operation collected all reports of UFO sightings. Air Force investigators then attempted to explain such sightings by linking them to natural phenomena. BLUE BOOK investigators regularly called on the
Agency's Project Staff in Washington to check reported UFO sightings against U-2 flight logs. This enabled the investigators to eliminate the majority of the UFO reports, although they could not reveal
to the letter writers the true cause of the UFO sightings. U-2 and later
OXCART flights accounted for more than one-half of all UFO reports
during the late 1950s and most of the 1960s.w

HIRING U-2 PilOTS
In authorizing the U-2 project President Eisenhower told DC! Dulles
that he wanted the pilots of these planes to be non-US citizens. It was
his belief that, should a U-2 come down in hostile territory, it would
be much easier for the United States to deny any responsibility for the
activity if the pilot was not an American.
The initial effort to find U-::! pilots was assigned to the
[)ivision (Aj\1[)): The[)DP had ex-

4
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for an Air Force officer of
stay with the group during a preliminary training
to use foreign
soon
program at
Air Force Base. The
ran into trouble when
passed the
school and reported to Area 51. They made only a few flights in the
511
U-2, and by the autumn of 1955 they were out of the program.
Even before the elimination of
it was clear that there
would not be enough trained foreign pilots available in time for de·
ployment. Bissell therefore had to start the search for U-2 pilots all
over again. Lt. Gen. Emmett (Rosy) O'Donnell, the Air Force's
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, authorized the use of Air Force
pilots and provided considerable assistance in the search for pilots
who met the high standards established by the Agency and the Air
Force. The search included only SAC fighter pilots who held reserve
commissions. The use of regular Air Force pilots was not considered
because of the complexities involved in having them resign from the
Air Force, a procedure that was necessary in order to hire them as civilians for the AQUATONE project.
SAC pilots interested in the U-2 project had to be willing to resign from the Air Force and a.Ssume civilian status-a process known
as sheep-dipping-in order to conduct the overflights. Although Air
Force pilots were attracted by the challenge of flying
over hostile territory, they were reluctant to leave the service and give up their
seniority. To overcome pilots' reluctance, the Agency offered handsome salaries, and the Air Force promised each pilot that, upon satisfactory conclusion of his employment with the
he could
return w his unit In the meantime, he would be considered for promotion along with his contemporaries who had continued their Air
Force careers."

c
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28 November 1955. The CIA's insistence on more stringent physical
and mental examinations than those used by the Air Force to select
pilots for its U-2 fleet resu Ited in a higher rejection rate of candidates.
The Agency's selection criteria remained high throughout its manned
overtlight program and resulted in a much lower accident rate for
5
CIA U-2 pilots than for their counterparts in the Air Force program. '

PILOT TRAINING
Even before the recruiting effort got under way. the Air Force and
CIA began to develop a pilot training program. Under the terms of the
OILSTONE agreement between the Agency and the Air Force, responsibility for pilot training lay with SAC. This essential activity
was carried out under the supervision of CoL William F. Yancey. who
was assigned to March AFB and flew to nearby Area 51 each day.
Colonel Yancey was in charge of six SAC pilots who were to be
trained by Lockheed test pilots to fly the U-2. Once they became
qualified, these SAC pilots would become the trainers for the
·~sneep-dipped" formt:r Reserve SAC pilots. who would fty U-2 missions for the CIA.
The original U-2 test pilot. Tony LeVier. trained several other
Lockheed test pilots in the difficult art of flying the U-2. Eventually
there were enough trained Lockheed pilots available to test the aircraf£ coming off the assembly line and also train the SAC pilots.
Training was difficult because there was no two-seat model of the
U-2. All instruction had to be given on the ground before takeoff and
then over the radio once the craft was airborne. Almost 15 years
elapsed before a two-seat U-2 was available for training new pilots.
the difficulties involved in training U ·2 pilots. Colonel
had a cadre of six qualified Air Force U-2
1955. These
were now
to train the
lots."

4
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and could not survive the stresses of loops and barrel rolls. Moreover.
the original U-2s were placarded. which meant that they could not be
flmvn at sea level faster than 190 knots in smooth air or 150 knots in
rough air. At operational altitude. where the air was much less dense.
they could not exceed Mach 0.8 (394 knots). Speeds in excess of
these limits could cause the wings or tail section to fall off.
Airspeed was a very critical factor for the U-2. At maximum altitude only 6 knots separated the speeds at which low-speed stall and
high-speed buffet occurred. Pilots called this narrow range of acceptable airspeeds at maximum altitude the "coffin corner" because at
this point the U-2 was always on the brink of falling out of the sky. If
the aircraft slowed beyond the low-speed stall limit. it would lose lift
and begin to fall. causing stresses that would tear the wings and tail
off. A little too much speed would lead to buffeting. which would
also cause the loss of the wings or rail. Flying conditions such as
these required a U-2 pilot's full attention when he was nm using the
autopilot. Airspeed was such a critical factor that Kelly Johnson
added a vernier adjustment to the throtr!e to allow the pilot to make
minute alterations to the fuel supply.~·
Among the unique devices developed for the U-2 was a small
sextant for making celestial "fixes .. during the long overflights.
Because cloud cover often prevented U-2 pilots from locating navigational points on the earth through the periscope. the sextant turned out
to be the pilots' principal navigational instrument during the first
three years of deployment. When clouds were not a factor. however.
the periscope proved highly accurate for navigation. During the final
tests before the aircraft became operationaL U-2 pilots found they
could navigate by dead reckoning with an error of less than I nautical
5
mile over a I .000-nm course. '

FINAL TESTS OF THE U-2
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A-2 camera being installed
in U -2

have CIA act as executive agent for this transaction, which the Air
Force called Project DRAGON LADY. To maintain secrecy. the Air
Force transferred funds to the CIA, which then placed an order with
Lockheed for 29 U-2s in configurations to be determined by the Air
Force. The Air Force later bought two more U-2s, for a total of 31 .
The aircraft purchased for the Air Force were known as the
1
Follow-On Group. which was soon shortened to FOG. •
Once enough pilots had been trained. Project AQUATONE managers concentrated on checking out the complete U-2 system : pl anes.
pilots, na vigation systems. life-support systems. and cameras. From
10 through 14 April 1956. U-2s equipped with A-2 cameras took off
from Area 5 t and made eight overflights of the United States in order
to test the various flight and camera systems as part of the tandard
Air Force Operational Readiness {nspection. Colonel Yancey and hi s
detachme nr se rved as observers during this weekto ng exerc ise.

~
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U-2 detachment in formation
over Nevada

Colonel Yancey's group carefully examined all aspects of the
U-2 unit from flight crews 10 camera technicians and mission programmers. When the exercise was over, Yancey reported that the detachment was ready for deployment. He then briefed a high-level
Pentagon panel that included the Secretary of the Air Force and the
Chief of Air Staff. These officials concurred with Yancey's determi17
nation that the U-2 was ready for deployment.
During these final tests in the spring of 1956, the U-2 once again
demonstrated its unique airworthiness. On 14 April 1956, James
Cunningham was sitting in his office in Washington when he received
a call from Area 51 informing him that a westward-bound U-2 had
experienced a flameout over the Mississippi River at the western border of Tennessee. After restarting his engine, the pilot reported a second flameout and engine vibrations so violent that he was unable to
get the power plant to start again . Early in the program Bissell and
Ritland had foreseen such an emergency and, with the cooperation of
the Air Force, had arranged for sealed orders to be delivered to every
airbase in the continental United States giving instructions about what
to do if a U-2 needed to make an emergency landing.
C unningham had the project office ask the pilot how far he could
g lide so they could determine which SAC base should be alerted. The
pilot, who by this time was over Arkansas, radi oed back that, given
the prevailing winds and the U-2 's 21: I gl ide ratio, he thought he
cou ld reac h Albuquerque. New Mexico. Within minutes Cunningham
was on the phone tO Co lon el Geary in rhe Pentagon. who chen had the
Air Force's Ass is tant Directo r of Operations , Brig. Gen . Ra lph E.

,. Bi'·'cll•ntcr>icw
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Koon, call the commander of Kirtland AFB near Albuquerque.
General Koon told the base commander about the sealed orders and
explained that an unusual aircraft would make a deadstick landing at
Kirtland within the next half hour. The general then instructed the
base commander to have air police keep everyone away from the craft
and get it inside a hanger as quickly as possible.
After a half hour passed, the base commander called the
Pentagon to ask where the crippled aircraft was. As he was speaking,
the officer saw the U-2 touch down on the runway and remarked,
.. It's not a plane, it's a glider!" Even more surprised were the air police who surrounded the craft when it came to a halt. As the pilot
climbed from the cockpit in his "space" suit, one air policeman remarked that the pilot looked like a man from Mars. The pilot, Jacob
Kratt, later reported to Cunningham that. from the beginning of the
first flameout until the landing at Albuquerque, the U-2 had covered
58
over 900 miles. including more than 300 by gliding.
Aside from this extraordinary gliding ability, however, rhe U-2
was a very difficult aircraft to fly. Its very light weight, which enabled
it to achieve extreme altitude, also made it very fragile. The aircraft
was also very sleek, and it sliced through the air with little drag. This
feature was dangerous, however, because the U-2 was not built to
withstand the G-forces of high speed. Pilots had to be extremely careful to keep the craft in a slightly nose-up attitude when flying at
operational alritude. If the nose dropped only a degree or two into the
nose-down position, the plane would gain speed at a dramatic rate,
exceeding the placarded speed limit in less than a minute, at which
point the aircraft would begin to come apart. Pilots, therefore, had to
pay close attention to the aircraft's speed indicator because at 65,000
feet there was no physical sensation of speed, without objects close at
9
hand for the eye to use as a reference.j

THREE FATAL CRASHES IN 1956
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wings parallel to the ground during takeoff. Once airborne, Rose
made a low-level pass over the airstrip and shook loose the lefthand
pogo. When he attempted to make a righthand turn to come back over
the runway to shake loose the remaining pogo. Rose stalled the U-2
and it plunged to earth, disintegrating over a wide area. Three months
later, on 31 August 1956. a second fatal crash occurred during a
night-flying exercise. Frank G. Grace stalled article 354 at an altitude
of about 50 teet when he tried to climb too steeply at takeoff. The
craft fell. cartwheeled on its left wing. and struck a power pole near
the runway. i'vtore experienced U-2 pilots always cut back abruptly on
the throttle as soon as the pogo sticks fell away in order to avoid such
stalls.
Before the year was out, two more U-2s were destroyed in
crashes, one of them fatal. On 17 September I956, article 346 lost
part of its right wing while on its takeoff ascent from Lindsey Air
Force Base in Wicsbaden. Germany. The aircraft disintegrated in midair. killing pilot Howard Carey. The loss of article 357 on 19
December 1956 resulted from pilot hypoxia. A small leak prematurely depleted the oxygen supply and impaired Robert J. Ericson's
judgment as he flew over Arizona. Because of his inability to act
quickly and keep track of his aircraft's speed. the U-2 exceeded the
placarded speed of 190 knots and literally disintegrated when it
reached 270 knots. Ericson managed to jettison the canopy and was
sucked out of the aircraft at 28,000 feet His chute opened automatically at 15,000 feet, and he landed without injury. The aircraft was a
total loss.""

COORDINATION OF COllECTION REQUIREMENTS

11
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of the U-2 program, it was apparent that
task force or
would be needed to
and coordinate collection
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and plan missions in view of priority and feasibility, to maintain
the operation on a continuing basis, and to carry out the dissemination of the resulting information in a manner consistent with
its special security requirements."'
When the U-2's development and testing approached completion, Land's recommendation was put into effect. Following a meeting with Deputy Secretary of Defense Donald Quarles and Trevor
Gardner (who had been promoted from his special assistant post to
become Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Research and
Development), Richard Bissell established an Ad Hoc Requirements
Committee (ARC) on I December 1955. He then named James Q.
Reber to be Intelligence Requirements Officer for the U-2 project and
chairman of the ARC. Reber was already experienced in coordination
with other intelligence agencies, for he had headed the Directorate of
Intelligence Dl Office of Intelligence Coordination for four years.
The first full-scale ARC meeting took place on I February 1956 with
representatives from the Army, Navy, and Air Force present.
Attending for the CIA were representatives from the Oftice of
Research and Reports (ORR) and the Office of Scientific Intelligence
James Q. Reber
(QSI). The CIA membership later expanded to include the Office of
Current Intelligence (OCI) and a representative from the Directorate
of Plans. In 1957 the National Security Agency (NSA) also began
sending a representative. The State Department followed suit in 1960.
although it had been receiving reports from the committee all along.'~
ARCs main task was to draw up lists of collection requirements.
primarily for the U-2. but also for other means of collection. These
lists prioritized targets according to their ability to meet the three major national intelligence objectives concerning the Soviet Union in the
mid-1950s: long-range bombers. guided missiles, and nuclear energy.
The committee issued its list of targets for the use of the entire intelli~
gence community using all available means of collection, not just for
the CIA with the U-2.'j

Ho.: R<:tjuiremcnt' Cnmmitre:e of I February 1956. lntd!tg.:nce
COM!REX.
33·B·I lA. box I "ARC Minutes.
\lemorandum for
Joint Study
from JJmes Q. Rcbt:r. "Handling
,..,,.;r"'"""''' for the U<:!:· I August 1960. IC
records. job JJ.T. I :DA. b (l\ 10.
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ARC gave the top priority target list to the Project Director, and
the project staff's operations section then used the list to plan the
flightpaths for U-2 missions. Although the requirements committee
was not responsible for developing flight plans, it assisted the planners with detailed target information as required. When a flight plan
was ready for submission to the President for approval, the committee
drew up a detailed justification for the selection of the targets. This
paper accompanied the flight plan.(,.t
[n developing and pnont1Z1ng lisrs of targets. the committee
members had to take into account the varying needs and interests of
their parent organizations. Thus, the CIA representatives generally
emphasized strategic intelligence: aircraft and munitions factories ,
power-generating complexes. nuclear establishments, roads, bridges.
inland waterways. In contrast the military services usually placed a
heavier emphasis on order-of-battle data. The Air force, in particular,
had a strong interest in gathering intelligence on the location of
Soviet and East European airfields and radars.
Arthur C. Lundahl

Although the commiuee members kept the interests of their services or agencies in mind. their awareness of the vital nature of their
mission kept the level of cooperation high. The group always attempted
to reach a consensus before issuing its recommendations, although occasionally this was not possible and one or more agencies would add a
dissent to the recommendation of the committee as a whole."~

PREPARATIONS TO HANDLE THE
PRODUCT OF U-2 MISSIONS

On 13 December 1954, DCI Allen Dulles and his assistant, Richard
Bissell, briefed Arthur C. Lundahl, the chief of CIA's Photo~
Intelligence Division (PID), on Project AQUATONE. At DCI
Dulles's direction, Lundahl immediately set in motion within his division a compartmented effort, known as Project EQUINE. to pian for
the exploitation of overhead photography from the U-2 project. With
only 13 members, the PID staff was too small w handle the expected

"' Ibid.: James Q. Reber. interview by Donald E. Wo:lt.enbach and Gregory W Pedlow.
Washington. DC, 21 May 1987 (S).
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The Steuart Building, home
of the Photo-Intelligence
Division

flood of photographs that the U-2 would bring back, so in May 1955
Directorate of Support (OS) authorized expanding PID to 44 persons. Soon afterward the division moved from its room in M Building
to larger quarters in Que Building.
th~

The Photo-Intelligence Division continued to expand in anticipation of large quantities of U-2 photography. Its authorized strength
doubled in January I 956 when a new project known as
HTAUTOMAT came into existence to exploit U-2 photography. All of
the products from this project would be placed in the new control system. By the summer of 1956, the P!D had moved to larger quarters in
the Steuart Building at 5th Street and New York Avenue. NW. PlD
photointerpreters had already begun to work with U-2 photography
fo llowing a series of mi ssions in Apri l 1956, when U-2s photographed a num ber o f US ins tallatio ns that were cons idered analogous
to high-priori ty Soviet instal latio ns. As a res ul t o f these preparations,
PfD was ready for the mass o f photography that began co ming whe n
U-2 operations commenced in the summer of 1956.""

·~ For :1 mor<! d.:t:~ilt:d his wry of photoim.:rprt!tarion in tht! C IA. s.:~
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Project GENETRIX balloon
launch
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THE IMPACT OF THE AIR FORCE PROJECT
GENETRIX BALLOONS
While the Agency was making its final preparations for U-2 ove rtli gh ts. the Air Fo rce started a reconna issance proj ect that would
cause considerable protest around the world and threaten the existe nce of the U-2 overtl ight program before it even begun . Project
GENETRI X invo lved the use of camera-carry ing balloons to obtain
high-a lt itude photograp hy of Eastern Europe. !he So viet Un ion , and
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the People's Republic of China. This project had its origins in a
RAND Corporation study from 1951. By the end of 1955, the Air
Force had overcome a number of technical problems in camera design
and recovery techniques and had manufactured a large number of balloons for use in the project. President Eisenhower gave his approval
on 27 December 1955, and two weeks later the launches from bases
in Western Europe began. By the end of February 1956, the Air Force
1
had launched a total of 516 balloons."
Project GENETRIX was much less successful than its sponsors
had hoped. Once launched, the balloons were at the mercy of the prevailing winds, and many tended to drift toward southern Europe and
then across the Black Sea and the desert areas of China. These balloons therefore missed the prime target areas, which lay in the higher
latitudes. Large numbers of balloons did not succeed in crossing the
Soviet Union and China, some because they were shot down by hostile aircraft, others because they prematurely expended their ballast
supplies and descended roo soon. Only 46 payloads were eventually
recovered (one more than a year later and the last not until 1958)
from the 516 balloons that had been launched. In four of these pay.loads the camera had malfunctioned. and in another eight the photography was of no intelligence value. Thus, only 34 balloons succeeded
in obtaining useful photographs.'"
The low success rate of the Project GENETRIX balloons was not
the only problem encountered; far more serious was the storm of protest and unfavorable publicity that the balloon overflights provoked.
Although the Air Force had issued a cover story that the balloons
were being used for weather research connected with the lnternational
Geophysical Year, East European nations protested strongly to the
United States and to international aviation authorities, claiming that
the balloons endangered civilian aircraft The Soviet Union sent
worded
notes to the United Stares and the nations
from which the balloons had been launched, The Soviets also

II
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Photograph of Oodonovo Atomic
Energy complex taken by a
Project GENETRfX balloon

All of this publicity and protest led President Eisenho\ver to conclude that .. the balloons gave more legitimate grounds for irritation
than could be matched by the good obtained from them.· · and he ordered the project halted. On 7 February 1956 Secretary of State
Dulles infonned the Soviet Union that no more " weather researc h"
balloons would be released. but he did not offer an apology for the
.ghts.1ll
over ft 1
Des pite the furor cau sed by GE NETRIX . Ai r Fo rce Ch ief of
Staff Twi ning pro posed yet another ba lloon project o nly five weeks
later, in m id -Marc h 195 6 . Th is project would e mploy e ven higher fl ying balloons than GENETR IX and would be ready in 18 months .
President Eisenhower infonned the Ai r Force. however, that he was
·· not interested in any more balloons ...
"' Andre w J. GO<xlpa~ tc r. Memorandum for the RccorJ , " It) Fc:bru:Jry 1956 Conli: rence o f

Joinr Chids nf Sw tT v.·irh the Pn:sid~nr. " WHOSS. Alph~ . DDEL ITS. tkda.,siticd i<JRO i:
Ste phen E. Ambrose. Eisenhmn:r. Th e PresiJerrt V<}l. ~ tl"cw York : Sim<Jn and Sch uster.
1984 ).
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Although the photo intelligence gained from Project GENETRIX
was limited in quantity, it was still some of the best and most complete photography obtained of the Soviet Union since World War IL It
was referred to as "pioneer" phmography because it provided a baseline for all future overhead photography. Even innocuous photos of
such things as forests and streams proved valuable in later years when
U-2 and satellite photography revealed construction activity.
Of still greater importance to the U-2 program, however, was the
daca that US and NATO radars obtained as they tracked the paths of
the balloons-whose average altitude was 45,800 feet-over the
Soviet Bloc. This data provided the most accurate record to date of
high-altitude wind currents, knowledge that meteorologists were later
able to put to use to determine optimum flightpaths for U-2 flights.
One completely fortuitous development from Project
GENETRIX had nothing to do with the cameras but involved a steel
bar. This bar served a dual purpose: the rigging of the huge polyethylene gasbag was secured to the top of the bar and the camera-payload
and automatic-ballasting equipment was anached to the bottom. By
sheer chance, the length of the bar-91 centimeters-corresponded to
the wavelength of the radio frequency used by a Soviet radar known
by its NATO designator as TOKEN. This was an S-band radar used
by Soviet forces for early warning and ground-controlled intercept.
The bar on the GENETRIX balloons resonated when struck by
TOKEN radar pulses, making it possible for radar operators at US
and NATO installations on the periphery of the Soviet Union to locate
a number of previously unknown TOKEN radars.
These radar findings, coupled with other intercepts made during
rhe balloon flights, provided extensive data on Warsaw Pact radar netradar sets, and ground-controlled interception
of these
revealed the altitude
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These positive results from Project GENETRlX did not outweigh
the political liabilities of the international protests. CIA officials be·
came concerned that the ill will generated by balloon overtlights could
sour the Eisenhower administration on all overflights, including those
by the U-2, which was just about ready for deployment. Therefore.
DDCI Cabell wrote to Air Force Chief of Staff Twining in February
1956 to warn against further balloon flights because of the "additional
political pressures being generated against all balloon operations and
overflights, thus increasing the difficulties of policy decisions which
11
would permit such operations in the future."
In addition to its concern for the future of the U-2 program, the
Agency feared that Presidenr Eisenhower's anger at balloon overflights might result in the curtailment of the balloon program that the
Free Europe Committee-a covert Agency operation based in West
Germany-used to release propaganda pamphlets over Eastern
Europe.

AOUATONE BRIEFINGS FOR SELECTED
MEMBERS OF CONGRESS
Although knowledge of the U-2 project was a closely guarded secret within both the Agency and the Eisenhower administration.
DCI Dulles decided that a few key members of Congress should be
told about the project. On 2-+ February I 956, Dulles met with
Senators Leverett Saltonstall and Richard B. Russell, the ranking
members of the Senate Armed Services Committee and its subcommittee on the CIA. He shared with them the details of Project
AQUATONE and then asked their opinion on whether some mem·
bers of the House of Representatives should also be informed. As a
result of the senators' recommendation that the senior members of
the House
Committee should be briefed. Dulles later
John Taber
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THE U-2 COVER STORY
tests,
on a cover story for overseas operations. lt was important to have a plausible reason
denm.vtr•a such an unusual
plane, whose glider
and odd
landing
were certain to arouse
Bissell
the deployment of the
was an ostensible
weather research
the
National
Committee on
(NACA). Such a cover
however, needed the
Air Force intelthe Air Weather Service, the Third Air Force,
Seventh
Division, the SAC
ofticer, the Air
Headquarters
project officer, and NACA's top official. Dr. Hugh Dryden. Moreover,
the CIA
Committee was
consulted about the
cover plan.
CIA officials and the other agencies involved in provid. ing cover for the
approved the final version of the overall cover
at the end of March 1956. The
staff then began working
on contingency plans for the loss
a U-2 over hostile ,..,.,.."o'rv
Bissell advised the
cover officer to "produce a document
which sets forth all actions to be taken ... not only press releases and
the public line to be
but
the
and
at least an
the diplomatic action .... We should at least
make the
in this case to be
for the worst in a
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used in various scenarios, including one in which the pilot was captured. Even in such a case, however, the proposed policy was for the
United States to stick to the weather research cover srory, a course of
75
action that would prove disastrous in May !960.
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